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As a passionate UX Researcher, I am
interested in exploring opportunities
that help me grow and contribute to the
teams growth in a meaningful way. I
pride myself as an inter-disciplinary
researcher, I am especially curious
about Human AI Collaborative studies. 

Introduction

Through this portfolio I highlight 3
research studies that have shaped me
significantly as a researcher. 
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My Research Interests 

Educational Technology Responsible AI Crisis Response



About Me

My hobbies allow me to relax and rejuvenate like writing and
traveling at the same time connect with my culture through

Bharatnatyam and Madhubani art. I do enjoy a challenging game of
badminton. I have recently picked up the art of crocheting and enjoy

making Amigurumi! 
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2. Responsible AI

Social Learning
Using AI 

1.

UX Research Portfolio

This is my thesis work. This work reflects my
commitment to finding impactful solutions through
data-driven approaches in educational psychology.
Then they are applied in the context of adaptive
learning system. This work is the first endeavor to
share the burden of social learning and
collaboration initiation and sustenance on the
system as opposed to the students. 

This project drives from the recent growth and
widespread use of Large Language Models. It
becomes pertinent to understand the social
repercussions of these natural language
processing systems. We conduct three studies in
an effort to understand and mitigate issues
within LLMs.

Projects
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3. Using Social Media
during Crisis Response

UX Research Portfolio

This project drives the effort to ensure effortless 911
responses. We capture live Twitter data and filter it.
We report accurate images and information from
the impact site so that emergency responders are
well prepared before they reach the scene. 

Projects



Project 1
Social Learning using AI 



Social Learning using AI

Lead the study end to end

This project spanned over a
period of 3 years.

Role and Duration
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Overview

The first contribution is the
development of a social
learning scale that
measures students’ current
skill level
The second contribution is
tailored course experiences
for each student with
respect to their social
learning inclinations
Furthermore this is the first
work that has brought
together theories from
educational psychology to
inspire development of
adaptive learning systems

Project Impact Methods and Tools

study design
application of educational
psychology theories
market analysis
survey design (Qualtrics)
interviewing 
thematic analysis
wizard of oz study
wireframing (Figma)

Adaptive Learning Platforms offer
stand-alone course programs. They lack
component of social interaction or the
burden of collaboration falls on the
student. Given the importance of social
learning, this project is an effort in
automating the same.

Problem Statement
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Phase 1
Online learning and distance learning programs
affiliated to universities can be a demanding
experience in itself.

The number of students who took one or more
online courses – but didn’t study online
exclusively – increased by 97% between 2019
and 2020 [1].

Online collaboration can create some difficulties
for students, who need to develop self-
regulation, time management, and conflict
resolution skills to work effectively with others
online.

Design a measure for
social leanings
Design experience for
students to test different
levels of engagement

How to achieve optimal
social collaboration and
engagement in distance
learning programs?

Challenge

Solution

National Center for Education Statistics1.
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I performed a market analysis of the
existing tools in the market that are
designed for adaptive learning. We
studied the features and functionalities
they offer. 
Through this market analysis we were
able to identify that the problem we are
addressing has not been approached
before. 
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Survey Design Wizard of Oz Interview Analysis

Design and test the newly
developed scale (grounded in Ed
Psy theories) with 97 students of

Data Visualization Course

Designed and conducted a
semester long study to

understand how students
perceive different levels of social

engagement

Conducted student interviews to
further understand student
behaviors in the context of

wizard of oz study 

Social Learning Scale Exploratory Study Qualitative Analysis



Phase 3
In the diagram, based on

our findings from the three
studies, I came up with a

model design. 
This model served as the

basis of the system design. 



The Wireframe



Contributions
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Our central design findings after three
rounds of studies were as follows:

Different Learners Prefer Different
Social Learning Support
Learner Input Can Be Used to Infer
Changes in Social Learning
Preferences
Action-Suggesting Prompts Can
Promote Social Learning
Costs and Benefits of Social Learning



Project 2
Responsible AI



Responsible AI

Lead UX Researcher
Data Analyst

This project spanned over a
period of 2 years.

Role and Duration
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Overview

The primary contribution
was identification of bias in
LLMs when it comes to
different nationalities
The subsequently we found
that practices for bias
mitigation like human
annotations perpetrate
cognitive bias introduced
by the means of exposure
to unfairly priming
instructions

Project Impact Methods and Tools

study design
annotation study design
interviewing technique
thematic analysis
quantitative analysis
prompt design

Growing use of Large Language
Models in everyday life has led to
issues of bias and fairness when it
comes to tasks like resume
evaluation and so on. With this
project we focus on nationality bias
in LLMs (specifically GPT-2).

Problem Statement
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Exploratory AnalysisExploratory Analysis
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Examples of short sentences produced by
GPT2 on passing the prompt: ‘ people are’.

This study investigates how large language
models (LLMs), specifically GPT-2, represent
nationalities from 193 countries. It demonstrates
that LLMs tend to amplify majority viewpoints
from internet sources, leading to
misrepresentation of minority opinions, focusing
on countries with significant internet user
populations. The research aims to quantify this
bias by comparing it with human-written text
and explores a potential solution using
adversarial triggering to improve text
generation.
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Exploratory AnalysisExploratory Analysis

In the preliminary analysis, sentiment scores and adjective extractions are used to assess the nature of stories
generated by GPT-2. Adjective analysis reveals common descriptors, highlighting that countries with the

most negative scores are portrayed with damaging adjectives, creating a highly negative image of the
nationalities. The first row represents Group P-Countries while the second row represents Group N-

Countries.



Study Design

Preliminary Analysis : The preliminary quantitative
analysis of the text generated using GPT -2 , revealed

that there is  identify nationality bias in text
generated by GPT-2 for certain countries. 

Interview Analysis: After annotating the documents to
identify nationality bias, semi-structured interviews were

conducted with participants to understand their individual
experiences. The interviews explored participants'

perceptions of the study, providing insights into their
assessment process.

Annotation Task Design: Each annotator scored each
article using metrics like overall sentiment, country
perception, diagnosis, and toxicity, aiming to evaluate
readers' attitudes and identify disrespectful or
aggressive content. 

We created our final
annotation collection by

randomly selecting 60 articles
written by AI and human

entities for each country to
obtain a total of 600 articles

that will now be read and
annotated by participants

selected in this project.



The Analysis 
The research investigates nationality bias in the GPT-2
text generation model using human evaluation and
sentiment analysis. The study finds that GPT-2 exhibits
negative bias towards specific countries and positive bias
towards well-represented nations. Interviews with readers
reveal emotional impact from negative stories,
emphasizing the potential harm of the technology in
perpetuating skewed perceptions and misinformation if
not used responsibly.



Insights from Annotator Analysis



The Content - Group-P vs Group-N
Difference in writing themes
Prior Opinion Clouding Annotations
News like for Group-N vs Opinion pieces for Group-P

N-Countries elicit more emotions
Influence of Text Sources

Distrustful of the Text Presented
Poorly written AI generated text

Study Perception
Individualistic Perception of the Goals.
Overall vs Country Perception
Diagnosis Parameter vs Toxicity Parameter

Insights from Interviews



Insights from Interviews



There were multiple projects that emerged from this work. They took the
following directions:

The Framework for Sentiment Analysis : Analyzing the definitions of
sentiment through the lens of psychology and how it is interpreted in the
artificial intelligence community. 
Cultural Erasure : Analyzing cultural erasure through the lens of minority
communities. 
Redefining Annotator Study Requirements : Understanding the role of
annotator instructions and study design in its contribution to bias generation
in models. 

 

Next Steps
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Our central findings from these studies are:
Our Country and Overall Accentuation metrics
show that the GPT-2 generated texts for the
countries from Group-N showed a significant
difference from the rest of the articles
The phenomenon of `AI hallucination', where
AI models provide confident responses that
seem faithful but are nonsensical in light of
common knowledge
Our qualitative analysis highlights the need for
an interdisciplinary approach to bias
identification in AI and NLP models.



Project 3
Using Social Media during

 Crisis Response



Using Social Media during
 Crisis Response

Lead UX Researcher
Data Analyst
Managed Masters and
Undergraduate students

This project spanned over a
period of 2 years.

Role and Duration
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Overview

We evaluated the usability
of our tool, PIVOT
This tool was designed to
geographically filter Tweets
from regions for citizen
awareness as well as 911
alerting
Came up with design
recommendations to
improve the usability of the
tool

Project Contributions Methods and Tools

study design
interviewing technique
think-aloud protocol
thematic analysis
quantitative analysis
prototyping

Emergency situations pose for a
challenging case to design for.
There have been instances of
delayed relaying messages to 911
dispatch centers. We leverage the
power of social media (Twitter) to
provide real-time media updates.

Problem Statement



Study Motivation

During COVID-19 Pandemic,
there was a lot of discussion

around misinformation on
social media. We thought of
working towards designing a

system that could pool
together the Tweets from

Twitter  and group them for
‘Call to Action’ as well as

civic awareness. 



Study Design
Usability Testing using Think-aloud protocol

PIVOT is an application that helps crisis managers and individuals process
real-time social media information efficiently. By collecting data from Twitter
and presenting it on a map, users can access location-based tweets, images,

videos, and more, tailored to their specific parameters, providing insights
into events or incidents in any given location.

Participants were given tasks related to identifying specific
information, and their approaches were observed and recorded. The

study focused on tasks related to archive data and real-time
streaming API, aiming to identify tool weaknesses and gather

feedback for further improvements. 



The PIVOT Interface
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The PIVOT Interface
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Findings 
The following were the main themes that emerged from the
study:

Transitioning to Targeted Task Oriented Interactions
How Fuzzy Search Drives User Experience
Re-structuring Icon Patterns
Customization

Ease of Use
Opportunities for Enhancement

Thoughts on Cultivating User Endorsement and Application
Adoption

User Identified Use-Cases



Design Recommendations 
The following are some of the learnings from the study that we take
forward in the next iteration of the platform:

Implement Fuzzy Search and Semantic Search: Participants faced
challenges in framing search prompts, leading to the implementation of
a "fuzzy search" and plans for a semantic search; confusion between
text and location search bars will be resolved, addressing the
frustration caused by parameter resets after each search.
Trust Establishment via Transparency: Participants expressed trust in
the system due to transparent and reliable responses, leading to
suggestions for diverse applications, emphasizing the system's
credibility and potential.
Flexibility in Range Setting Functionality : Participants found the
geographic range setting feature confusing, highlighting the need for
redesign to simplify its usability and better meet user needs.



Thank You ! 
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